ACKNOWLEDGEMENT TO THE GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF CHILE FOR HOSTING THE 91ST REGULAR MEETING OF THE DIRECTING COUNCIL OF THE INTER-AMERICAN CHILDREN’S INSTITUTE

(Adopted at the Fourth Plenary Session, held on October 28, 2016)

THE DIRECTING COUNCIL,

HAVING SEEN:

The offer of the Government of the Republic of Chile to host the 91st Regular Meeting of the Directing Council of the Inter-American Children’s Institute (IIN), during 27 and 28 October 2016;

CONSIDERING:

That this offer was accepted by means of resolution CD/RES 04 (90-R/15),

RESOLVES:

1. To thank the Government of the Republic of Chile for its valuable support in the organization and development of the 91st Regular Meeting of the Directing Council of the IIN, as well as for the hospitality extended to participating delegations.

2. To acknowledge and appreciate the kind hospitality shown to the Members of the Directing Council of the IIN by Her Excellency Madam Michelle Bachelet Jeria, President of the Republic of Chile, and by Madam Solange Paola Huerta Reyes, National Director of the National Service for Minors and Principal Representative of Chile to the IIN Directing Council.